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INTRODUCTION
Payment gateways for cryptocurrencies allow markets to accept cryptocurrency
payments from customers in return for products or services. Due to the nature of
blockchain-based cryptocurrencies, these systems accept payments from any
jurisdiction and place a premium on security.
The Cryptocurrency universe is a breeding ground for new decentralized and
innovative systems that will bring solutions to some of the most critical issues in
the world. The team behind PayGo wants to lead the way to an ecosystem that
bridges the gap between payments and Cryptocurrency. PayGo is an Ethereumbased cryptocurrency marketplace where merchants and investors meet to
transact on long-term speculative and value views.
PayGo……... powered on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) blockchain, is a global
payment system as well as a native currency. With Paygo being powered on
Binance, investors can enjoy low gas fees and fast transactions around the globe.
PayGo is used as the native currency at PayGo's very own marketplace, local cafes,
restaurants, retails, and other merchants for a close-to-zero gas fee. Every
transaction in the PayGo leads to transparency and security. PayGo aims to bridge
the gap between investors and merchants with the help of the Smart contract
based network.
PayGo has been built with one purpose to create the best-decentralized
technology available to the world and make an equal impact on humanity at the
same time. Cryptocurrency is the future of the decentralized world with its
uncountable benefits. In a world full of identical platforms and ecosystemswhere
every crypto will give you privacy and availability to everyone. PayGo will create an
advanced economic infrastructure consisting of wallet, payment gateway &
exchange integration in its system and quickly become an unstoppable economic
cornerstone to the world. The use of technology will facilitate a financial revolution
that will leave everyone more financially connected, empowered, and enabled. In
short, PayGo provides many facilities under one umbrella.
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MISSION
Our mission is to take "PayGo" to new heights by
providing customers with an innovative, user-friendly,
one-stop-shop to not only find everything they need to
buy but also to research and make a more precise
decision, using a decentralized blockchain platform to
give everyone in the world an equal chance to manage
and improve their financial security. With our long-termoriented projects (Wallet, payment gateway, Digital
Assets, etc.), We will focus on keeping our investors on
board as long as possible by offering exclusive options.
PayGo is becoming the most scalable payment
processor in the crypto market, thanks to our efforts.
Our mission is to:
Make the world a better place by providing financial
independence to people.
Our mission includes creating a next-generation
complete all-in-one platform and giving every
person in the world an equal chance to manage and
improve their financial security by using the PayGo
payment network.
Implementing innovative projects.
Operate as a community-focused and communitydriven digital asset, fully decentralized in every
sense of the word.
PayGo offers an alternative to traditional payments
like Visa, MasterCard, or PayPal, which charge almost
3.9% per transaction (between 2-4% for merchants)
along with zero points of failures in Decentralized
payments, safeguard from third-party monitoring,
and option to make payment rewarding via staking.
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Vision
We envision a world where people can get everything
they need in a crypto ecosystem, and wealth-building
strategies that were previously only available to the
wealthy now become available to everyone, restoring
people's control over their finances. The PayGo network
constitutes an innovative ecosystem to attract more
people to digital assets while maintaining their privacy,
security, authority, and autonomy.
Our basic concepts for building the payment industry's
decentralized digital economy are trustless, irreversible,
and efficient. Our goal is to shape the cryptocurrency
payments of the future.
PayGo will be evolved in unsurpassed cryptocurrency
payment ecology for investors, consumers and
businesses. Offering fully decentralized, scalable, and
zero transaction charges, this payment processor aims to
transform the crypto-payment future with its native
PayGo tokens like never thought before. PayGo’s core
principles include Trustless, immutable, and efficient
with the mission to pave the road for the future.
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PayGo payments
solution
Offering fully decentralized, scalable, and zero
transaction charges, this payment processor aims to
transform the crypto-payment future with its native
PayGo tokens like never thought before. PayGo’s
marketplace PayGo will be the only currency to buy,
optimizing the trades exponentially.
A reliable cryptocurrency wallet- PayGo enables clients
to spend their coins at a wide range of eCommerce
stores, lo cal cafes, restaurants with extraordinary
convenience and minimal charges. Further benefits
include decentralized and instant payments, identity
protection. Remarkably when the users pay for online
shopping and other expenses through PayGo, the
platform extends several benefits, bonuses, and Earn
Rewards that they can exchange to shop more.
PayGo offers an alternative to traditional payments like
Visa, MasterCard, or PayPal, which charge almost 3.9%
per transaction (between 2-4% for merchants) along with
zero points of failures in Decentralized payments,
safeguard from third-party monitoring.
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Benefits
PayGo offers an alternative to traditional payments like
Visa, MasterCard, or PayPal, which charge almost 3.9%
per transaction (between 2-4% for merchants) along with
zero points of failures in Decentralized payments,
safeguard from third-party monitoring, and option to
make payment rewarding via staking.
with its implementation into eCommerce websites or
integration in existing ERP, merchants can sell their
goods online while being paid immediately in crypto of
their choice. "Our core principle to build the payment
industry's decentralized digital economy are Trustless,
immutable and efficient," shared the PayGo team.In
addition to instantly spending their tokens on daily
expenditures, investors can partner up with merchants to
run promotions & campaigns and stake PayGo tokens to
earn more rewards while enjoying exclusively dedicated
privileges.
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Benefits
Based on BEP-20, which quickens the processing time
and makes integration easier while avoiding heft
transaction charges, PayGo Ecosystem offers its very
own PayGo Wallet, eCommerce, Point of Sale (POS)
terminal, and Reward system. The ecosystem will have a
fixed, un-mineable 10 Billion supply against inflation to
fight the economic crisis.
Upon being inquired about the necessity of his invention,
CEO & Founder-PayGo shared, “Despite decentralization
of cryptocurrencies, making payments with them has
always been a lengthy activity with hefty charges like
traditional options.
As cryptocurrency and digital payment infrastructure get
widely adopted at an accelerated rate after the
pandemic, where businesses migrate to providing online
services and cannot only rely on cash transactions,
availability of such a utility becomes of utmost
importance.”
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ECOSYSTEM
PayGo Ecommerce

PayGo wallet

PayGo reward
system

PayGo Point of sales (POS)
terminal
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PayGo Wallet
In emerging nations, mobile wallets have become the most popular and
commonly utilised contactless, digital payment alternative to contactless
payments using credit and debit cards. Alternative online payment options,
particularly mobile wallets, have benefited from the less developed digital
payment infrastructure in underdeveloped nations.
PayGo wallet places a high premium on enabling users to manage their
tokens and, more specifically, to integrate with the ecosystem subtly. They
could check their balance and essentially send and receive tokens, buy
from merchants, or so they believed.
The wallet provides users with access to decentralized exchanges, allowing
them to swiftly and effectively convert their tokens. PayGo Wallet is
instantaneous, secure, and will typically have a cheaper transaction fee
than others, and users can primarily use their wallet to give and secretly
vote for the marketplace. A user can stake, hold, and trade using the PayGo
Wallet, which demonstrates that the PayGo Wallet is, for the most part, a
wallet that supports a large number of chains.
Extremely secure, it's simply a matter of keeping your secret key and
demonstrating how they can check their balance and give and receive
tokens subtly. Allows for rapid cross-border transactions, demonstrating
how the wallet's private keys are retained on the user's device and are
fundamentally.
PayGo Wallet users can easily monitor and track their daily expenditures
and even export data for tax filling purposes. Moreover, it enables users to
scan QR codes to make the payment instantly at any location, including
cafés, restaurants, shops, and eCommerce websites.
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Values of PayGo Wallet
Key Features:
Fully responsive and dynamic design
Dashboard History chart
Real time charts
Decentralised payment system
Wallet Activity transaction
Secure & Fast
User profile
Secured withdrawal using queue
All files are well commented
Passive income by staking
Customer support
Reward system on spending PayGo token
PayGo marketplace
PayGo swap
PayGo blockchain with other fintech will be able
to use
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Exchange
A decentralized trading platform on PayGo will be added, satisfying the needs
of fully decentralized payments. PayGo connects with blockchain making it
easy and convenient to secure and process transactions, breaking any usertouchable space close to the future world, the dominant Cryptocurrency.
PayGo guarantees outstanding speed token processing and extremely low
transaction fees so that the community can easily connect. Shree is an easy,
fast, and secure exchange creating an entirely new ecosystem, built to
facilitate a crypto derivative market where traders have access to a variety of
trading and investment instruments, enabling a highly liberating, strategic,
low-risk, and seamless trading experience in a truly decentralized way. It is
going to launch its decentralized exchange soon.
PayGo will develop best decentralized exchange, offering the best prices to
both customers and merchants, rather than just merchants.
There are many great reasons our Wallet users love using PayGo exchange:
Quickly exchange into an asset you believe will grow
Move out of a volatile asset into one of our cryptocurrencies.
Hedge against real-world events.
PayGo exchange platforms are integrated into the top cryptocurrency
trading exchanges in the world, this allows users to search and select the
best rates for the transaction. An additional benefit is that some crypto
swap services do not require users to create an account.
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Staking is advantageous in cryptocurrency as it generates rewards by Holding the
token on any exchange and generates passive income. When an investor holds a
token and staking the pool, it is the easiest method to do, in a decentralized world.
There is very sufficient energy consumption and stumpy probabilities of risks while
holding than any crypto mining. PayGo is here for you.
There are a few quantifiable benefits of holding token with PayGo token ecosystem:

NO HARDWARE IS REQUIRED
Unlike proof of work, there is no need of specific
equipment or hardware for crypto staking. Proof of stake
works with no equipment requirements. The only
requirement is to hold the TOKENS for an interval of time
by the holders on any exchange.

SCALABILITY
In the Blockchain world, scalability is a concept that is
often used. It refers to a computational process's
potential to be use do generate in a variability of ways.
Proof of stake protocols, as shown by $PayGo Token
higher transaction outputs and lower fees, make for
greater scalability.

PASSIVE INCOME
Stakeholders earn incentives by holding and controlling
their digital wealth. Passive income for the beneficiary is
the reward of staking.

ECO-FRIENDLIER
One of the major benefits for staking Token is that it don't
needs continuous supply of energy to validate the
Transaction. So it is eco Friendly in nature.

MORE COST-EFFECTIVE

HIGHLY SECURED WITH THE
HELP OF SMART CONTRACT

Proof of stake blockchains are always inexpensive and
less energy-consuming platforms with no particular and
expensive hardware requirements. Unlike proof of work
chains, PoS is more cost-effective and eco-friendly. So, the
holders can earn more passive income by using PayGo
platform.

The biggest issue in the modern world is security and
privacy, and PayGo provides a swift and stable portal
that is backed by the PayGo ecosystem making him
superior to others. PayGo is offering a highly secure and
fast platform to the users for holding crypto.

NO HARDWARE IS
REQUIRED

PASSIVE INCOME

SCALABILITY

ECOFRIENDLIER

MORE COSTEFFECTIVE

HIGHLY SECURED
WITH THE HELP
OF SMART
CONTRACT
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Token Details
TOKEN NAME
PayGo

SYMBOL
$PayGo

PLATFORM
Binance Smart Chain (BSC)

TYPE
BEP-20

TOTAL SUPPLY
10 Billion
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Token Distribution
Buy Tax: 0%

Sell tax 6% (Note: sell tax will be reduced to
%0 after 3 months )

Burning: 3%

Holders Reward: 2%

Marketing: 1%
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ROADMAP
Web
social release
Audit & KYC 3 PayGo
E-Commerece Store
Coin Market Cap
Listing

Exchange listing
Partnership
Announcements

PayGo Wallet
iOS + Android Paygo
Global Wallet
Exchange Listing
PayGo app &
Payment Reward
Staking
PayGo blockchain
PayGo swap

PayGo exchange
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